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                            Your easy entry point
                                
to cryptocurrency market

                            AI-powered Indexes & smart analytical tools
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                            Get weekly crypto market reports by our
                                AI-algorithm

                            

                            Predictions, Index performance, investment opportunities
                                
and many more in our weekly digest
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                            Diversify your crypto assets

                            
                                AI-driven Zorax technology helps you to decide when and what coins to buy or sell. Don't put all eggs in one basket investment.
                            

                        

                        
                            Everyday helper

                            
                                Trading decisions are easier now. Zorax prediction based on AI-algorithm can help you to make the right investments if you are a day trader.
                            

                        

                        
                            Invest in any economic sector

                            
                                By analogy with traditional indices, anyone can invest in an entire industry. Create your digital basket with different assets today.
                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                

                
                    
                        Find the index you want or make your own!

                        
                            
                                A new generation of indexes is now emerging in the crypto market. Big market players are already trying to establish leading positions in this new industry. To help you, we have created the universal CIX100 index. Powered by artificial intelligence (AI),
                                CIX100 shows you the market mood, helping you to make informed decisions.
                            

                            
                                We also offer you other indexes, with different compositions and goals, designed to help you analyze any situation in the crypto market. You can even create your personal index, based on coins you have selected. You can then share your knowledge with
                                the community, prove your skills, and build a following every day.


                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        AI powered Index

                        
                            
                                Cryptoindex 100 is an index of the top 100 coins that continuously rebalances itself as the cryptocurrency market ebbs and flows.
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                            Our partners

                            
                                We understand that for cryptocurrency and blockchain technologies to enter the mainstream, they need to be made accessible through the use of of traditional financial tools. That’s why our partners are leaders within the financial services and technology
                                sectors.
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                        Sectoral Indexes

                        
                            We make it easy for you to invest in different economic sectors. First, we analyze crypto market demand to select promising offerings like financial services, storage, marketplaces, and advertising, in sectoral indexes. Then we create bundles of crypto
                            coins to optimize the distribution of investment over those indexes
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                    Create your own Index

                    
                        
                    

                    
                        Create your own Index

                        
                            Do you have investment expertise that you want to share? Create your own indexes and rebalance them each month as you want. The better your index performance is, the bigger your earnings are from social trading fees.
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                        Subscribe and be the first to launch
                            
your own cryptocurrency index

                        
                            No commission fee on personal Index deployment for our early adopters
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                Helpful and easy-to-use Cryptoindex API

                
                    Our goal is to keep everyone informed and up to date. With our application programming interface (API), we can help you manage and access crypto assets. For example, use our API to display main index information on your website and help your customers
                    stay as informed as possible about the market.
                

                
                    Install Widgets

                
                
                    
                        
                            Index widget

                            Real-time index for social trading boards owners. In this index, we included 100 top coins generated by our neural algorithm Zorax.

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            Predictions widget

                            This widget is aimed attrading influencers and crypto media owners. Here you can receive a daily prediction of the top 5 coins

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            One coin widget

                            This widget is aimed attrading influencers and crypto media owners. Here you can receive a daily prediction of the top 5 coins

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    Prediction Platform

                    
                        We know how hard it is to analyze this market. It is subject to manipulation, it is very volatile and there are so many events on it that you just do not have time to follow. To simplify this task, we created the CryptoForecast.io platform. We have collected
                        only everything you need that can help with crypto trading. There is no unnecessary news, rumors, only mathematics, and self-learning algorithms. Try out the analytical platform and take advantage of it today!
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                Feature

                
                    The Cryptoindex Platform is a one-stop crypto market resource that provides a wide range of up-to-date information and analytics. It includes readily accessible crypto market news, price quotes, real-time trading, and order book information.
                

                
                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Index analytics

                            Live data on the Index portfolio, performance, and the best options for rebalancing.
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                            Track full information about the market movement a day or a month ahead

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            Live quotes and coin charts

                            Easy and intuitive for beginners, powerful enough for advanced chartists

                        

                    

                    
                        
                            
                        

                        
                            News analytics on fingertips

                            Zorax collects all the important news on the coins and analyzes the sentiment
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                                Live data on the Index portfolio, performance, and the best options for rebalancing.
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                                Easy and intuitive for beginners, powerful enough for advanced chartists
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                                Track full information about the market movement a day or a month ahead

                            

                        

                        
                            
                                
                            

                            
                                News analytics on fingertips

                                Zorax collects all the important news on the coins and analyzes the sentiment

                            

                        

                    

                

            

            
                
                    CIX100 in the media

                    
                        We are proud to say that Cryptoindex has already been mentioned in a wide range of media outlets. Our goal is to make the crypto-trading world better and easier, so thank you for your support – it is very important to us.

                    

                

                
                    
                        COINDESK
                            
                                Cryptoindex offers a methodology fully suited to the requirements of professional investors.
                            

                        

                        Cardrates
                            
                                An AI-Powered Cryptocurrency Index with Extensive Analytic Data to Give Investors Deep Insights into the Digital Market.
                            

                        

                        Crowdfundinsider
                            
                                The half a million traditional traders that use the financial terminals will now have access to a crypto index.
                            

                        

                        CoinTelegraph
                            
                                Cryptocurrencies now hold a market cap of more than $300 billion, a cap that according…
                            

                        

                        Finance Magnets
                            
                                To create the Index, the company even considers the social media following of the coins.
                            

                        

                        Coinspeaker
                            
                                Rumored Cryptoindex becomes the ‘Dow Jones’ of the crypto sphere.

                            

                        

                    

                    

                

            

            
                
                    CIX FUND

                    
                        Our CIX fund was established in order to help traditional financial players enter the crypto market simply and easily.
                    

                    
                        The fund is under the management of our general partners. They have considerable experience in finance and digital asset management, as well as traditional indexes and exchanges created in established financial markets.
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                    Get fresh analytics from Cryptoindex AI every 2 days for free!
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